
• These have been developed for delivery across a class period duration of 1

hour 20 minutes:

o If delivering in a 40-60 min class per week, please utilise the

resources and share with students to complete as homework.

o If delivering with a group that you teacher for a longer duration,

please utilise the extension activities

• Feel free to download and use the slides in our share folder to help further

explain or showcase concepts discussed.

• Print and photocopy the episode challenge planning sheets. These are

particularly useful if are delivering the episode in an environment that does

not have computers at the time but also to ensure the students think about

the challenges and what they are learning.

• Instruct students to watch and listen to the demonstrations for how things

work and on the “pause” graphics, pause and allow them to put this into

practice. Suggested times are for you but feel free to shorten or extend

these based on your classroom environment.

• The beauty of this material being ‘on demand’ is that you can pause,

rewind etc if required for student support. The video link can also be given

to the students if completing the work outside of the classroom or if they

want to look back on aspects.

• Keep an eye on our Twitter channel (@MS_eduIRL) and the

#DreamSpaceTV to see the latest updates and connect with other

classrooms who are taking part.

• After Episode Six, use some extra class periods (or set as project work) to

prepare and enter your idea to the do your:bit competition. With RTE, we in

Microsoft Ireland will be celebrating the Irish champion(s) and providing a

prize.

Things to note for using these episodes in your classrooms:
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DreamSpace TV: Teacher Guidelines- Series Overview

Episode and 

Release Date 

Episode Overview

Episode 1

Jan 12th 2021

This episode sets the foundation for all that is to come. We 

begin the coding journey with MakeCode for micro:bit. Our 

challenge is to use code to assist us in being mindful with 

our breathing. We also introduce what AI is and how it can 

work. 

Global Goal 3 (a do your:bit goal)

Episode 2

Jan 19th 2021

We learn about AI for Earth. We introduce and code with 

radio which enables the micro:bit to send and receive data. 

This is applied to our challenge which aims to show how 

technology can help us to protect polar bears. 

Global Goal 13 (a do your:bit goal)

Episode 3

Jan 26th 2021

We move from visual (block) programming to Python (text-

based programming) and implement the basic coding 

concepts done so far in the Python environment. We also 

learn about AI for Humanitarian Action. 

Global Goal 7

Episode 4

Feb 2nd 2021

We use our Python skills from Episode 3 to develop a 

program for the well-known game “Rock Paper Scissors” but 

we ensure that we make this accessible and inclusive. This 

allows us to learn about AI for Accessibility.  

Global Goal 10

Episode 5

Feb 9th 2021

We look at creating at program that would encourage is all 

to be active and get as many steps as possible in a given

time. We also learn about AI for Health. 

Global Goal 3 (a do your:bit goal) 

Episode 6

Feb 23rd 2021

Join us to learn about the design thinking approach. This 

episode aims to be useful for kickstarting students thinking 

for their proposed solution for the do your:bit competition. 



Resources required across the series:

• Student devices to work individually or in pairs (Windows, iPad,

Chromebook will all work)

• Internet access (unless the Make Code for micro:bit app is downloaded

for offline use)

• Notepad/copy for questions during scheduled pause times. Students

could keep these things safe for later use or as a portfolio of learning.

• Episode challenge planning sheet(s) for each student. These can be used

in the lessons themselves or as an activity for homework alongside the

episode challenges if required.

Useful links for this series:

• DreamSpace TV website- https://aka.ms/DreamSpaceTV

• RTE website – https://rte.ie/learn

• Make Code for micro:bit- https://makecode.microbit.org

• do your:bit challenge site- https://microbit.org/projects/do-your-bit/

Our team are always happy to help so please do not hesitate to contact us.

Thanks for participating and keep us posted on your journey.

DreamSpace Team

January 2021
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